DATE | SUBJECT & PAPER
--- | ---
29-Nov-2023 | BSIT Ist Semester (Morning Session)
1-Dec-2023 | BSIT-102: Mathematical Foundations for Information Technology-I
5-Dec-2023 | BSIT-103: Fundamental of EM Waves
7-Dec-2023 | BSIT-104: Electronic Devices and Circuits
11-Dec-2023 | BSIT-105: Electronics Communication-I
13-Dec-2023 | BSIT-106: Computer Fundamentals-I
29-Nov-2023 | BCA-111: Computer & Programming Fundamentals
1-Dec-2023 | BCA-112: Windows and PC Software
5-Dec-2023 | BCA-113: Mathematical Foundations-I
7-Dec-2023 | BCA-114: Logical Organization of Computer-I
11-Dec-2023 | BCA-115: Communicative English
13-Dec-2023 | BCA-116: Programming in C
28-Nov-2023 | BBA-101: Business Organization
30-Nov-2023 | BBA-102: Business Accounting
6-Dec-2023 | BBA-104: Business Mathematics-I
8-Dec-2023 | BBA-105: Hindi
12-Dec-2023 | BBA-105-A: General English
14-Dec-2023 | BBA-106: Computer Fundamentals
28-Nov-2023 | BTM-101: English (Compulsory)
30-Nov-2023 | BTM-102: Hindi (Compulsory)
6-Dec-2023 | BTM-103: Business Environment for Tourism
8-Dec-2023 | BTM-105: Tourism Product of India (Natural)
12-Dec-2023 | BTM-106: Tourism Product of India (Cultural)

*NOTES:*
1. On getting a question-paper and before answering it, the candidates must check up and ensure that they have been supplied with the correct question-paper. If the question-paper is not correct they should bring the same to the notice of the Invigilator. Complaints in this regard after the examination shall not be entertained.
2. Electronics gadgets such as pagers, Cell phone and Programmable Calculators etc. are not allowed in the Examination Hall.
3. No extra answer-sheet will be provided.
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